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2009-07-30 Rachel Reiland
With astonishing honesty, this
memoir reveals what mental
illness looks and feels like from
the inside, and how healing
from borderline personality
disorder is possible through
intensive therapy and the
support of loved ones. With
astonishing honesty, this
memoir, Get Me Out of Here,
reveals what mental illness
looks and feels like from the
inside, and how healing from
borderline personality disorder
is possible through intensive
therapy and the support of
loved ones. A mother, wife, and
working professional, Reiland
was diagnosed with borderline
personality disorder at the age
of 29--a diagnosis that finally
explained her explosive anger,
manipulative behaviors, and
self-destructive episodes
including bouts of anorexia,
substance abuse, and
promiscuity. A truly riveting
read with a hopeful
message.Excerpt: "My hidden
secrets were not well-
concealed. The psychological
profile had been right as had
the books on BPD. I was
manipulative, desperately
clinging and prone to tantrums,
explosiveness, and frantic acts
of desperation when I did not
feel the intimacy connection
was strong enough. The tough
chick loner act of self-reliance
was a complete facade."

2021-10-05 Jayson Gaddis The
relationship teacher, coach,
and founder of The
Relationship School reveals the
origins of conflict styles, how to
stop avoiding difficult
conversations, and how to

resolve conflict in our most
important relationships.
Conflicts in our closest
relationships are scary because
so much is at stake. If the
conflict doesn't go well, we
could lose our marriage, our
family or our job, all connected
to our security and survival. So
we do just about anything not
to lose those relationships,
including avoid conflict,
betraying ourselves or
becoming dishonest.
Unresolved conflict affects
every single aspect of our lives,
from self-confidence to physical
and mental health. Jayson
Gaddis is a personal trainer for
relationships and one of the
world’s leading authorities on
interpersonal conflict. For
almost two decades, Gaddis has
helped individuals, couples,
and teams get to the bottom of
their deepest conflicts. He
helps people see the wisdom in
conflict and how to get to
zero—which means we have
successfully worked through
our conflict and have nothing
in the way of a good
connection. In Getting to Zero,
Gaddis shows the reader how
to stop running away from
uncomfortable conversations
and instead learn how to work
through them. Through funny
personal stories, uncomfortable
examples, and effective tools
and skills, he shows the reader
how to move from
disconnection to connection,
acceptance, and
understanding. This method
upgrades the old tired and
static conflict resolution
approaches and offers a fresh,
street-level, user-friendly road
map on exactly how to work
through conflict with the

people you care most about.

2008-11-17 Christina Katz Sell
Your First Book & Develop a
Successful and Sustainable
Writing Career Before you can
land a book deal—before you
can even attract the interest of
agents and editors—you need
to be visible. How do you
become visible? You develop a
platform, or a way of reaching
your readers. Everybody can
develop a platform, and this
book shows you how to do it
while you're still writing. This
book offers: A step-by-step
approach to creating, growing,
and nurturing a platform An
economical approach to self-
promotion (no need to spend
thousands) A clear way to
uncover your strengths and
weaknesses as an author The
strategies that are essential (or
not) to online promotion A
philosophy of authorship that
leaves you confident,
empowered, and equally
partnered with agents, editors,
and publishers (instead of
waiting to be discovered) A
diverse set of tools and
methods for getting known (not
just web-based tools or ideas
for extroverts) After you read
this book, you'll be able to
answer the inevitable question:
"What's your platform?" You'll
learn the hows and whys of
becoming visible and how to
cultivate visibility from scratch.
Best of all, you won't need any
previous knowledge or
experience to get started.
Growing a writing career isn't
just about landing one book
deal and then scrambling like
crazy. There is a more strategic
and steady way to lay the
groundwork so you can avoid
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scrambling altogether—and
Get Known Before the Book
Deal is the only comprehensive
book that shows you how.

1991 Roger Fisher Describes a
method of negotiation that
isolates problems, focuses on
interests, creates new options,
and uses objective criteria to
help two parties reach an
agreement.

2015-10-01 Buck Matthews

1997 William White Howells
Renowned anthropologist,
author, and educator Howells,
draws together the latest from
all of today's sciences to tell
the fascinating story of man's
evolution. Long recognized as
one of the world's foremost
authorities and interpreters of
human evolution, he is also
known for his unique
contribution of skull
measurements to show
relationships between peoples.

2010-05-11 Todd Strasser Her
street name is Maybe She lives
with a tribe of homeless teens -
- runaways and throwaways,
kids who have no place to go
other than the cold city streets,
and no family except for one
another. Abused, abandoned,
and forgotten, they struggle
against the cold, hunger, and
constant danger. With the
frigid winds of January comes a
new girl: Tears, a twelve-year-
old whose mother doesn't
believe her stepfather abuses
her. As the other kids start to
disappear -- victims of violence,
addiction, and exposure --
Maybe tries to help Tears get
off the streets...if it's not
already too late. Todd Strasser,

author of the powerful and
disturbing Give a Boy a Gun,
again focuses on an important
social issue as he tells a
thought-provoking, heart-
wrenching story of young lives
lost to the streets, and of a
society that has forgotten how
to care.

2022-12 Monte Quinn Later
Nature sets the scene for
stories that spread from
tracking Sasquatch in the
Siskiyous to a murderous
winter gale on a Yellowstone
peak. They take in rock hunting
in the Utah desert and fishing
in a tributary of a river that
springs, full-blown, from the
side of a mountain. Wildlife
populates the stories, like the
moose that becomes the
author's fishing partner and the
two swans that conspire to
protect a beleaguered
neighbor. Celebrities make
appearances as well, including
famed artist Archie Teater,
philanthropist Roland
Harriman, Minnesota Viking
lineman Jim Marshall, and a
handful of Idaho governors.
Full of laugh-aloud humor as
well as heart-stopping drama,
Getting Here comes with the
insight and wit of a man who
has spent a lifetime
championing the great
outdoors.

2009-10-14 Peter Ney The
night before his seventh
birthday, Peter Ney and his
family were awakened by the
sound of yelling and of
breaking glass as their home
was vandalized. Kristallnacht
was just the beginning of the
Nazi violence against the Jews,
and it shaped the rest of

Peter’s life. Spanning seventy
years, Getting Here narrates
the many twists and turns of
his life. Two months after
Kristallnacht, Peter’s parents
placed him on a train to
England; he was one of 10,000
German children granted safe
refuge in England via the
Kindertransport. His parents
joined him in London just
before the start of World War
II, and as a family they
immigrated to the United
States. This memoir tells of
Peter’s journey from
Germany—from his
adolescence and art school
training, to his fifty-six year
marriage to Betty; work as a
designer of consumer products,
and human engineer in the
space program, a twenty-year
career as a trial attorney, and
his tenure as a judge on the
Colorado Court of Appeals.
More than seventy years ago,
Peter and his family arrived
penniless in the United States.
Getting Here not only describes
that journey, but rejoices in the
fulfilling of the American
dream—from a seat on a
refugee train to a seat on the
appellate bench.

1993-01 William White Howells
Renowned anthropologist,
author, and educator Howells,
draws together the latest from
all of today's sciences to tell
the fascinating story of man's
evolution. Long recognized as
one of the world's foremost
authorities and interpreters of
human evolution, he is also
known for his unique
contribution of skull
measurements to show
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relationships between peoples.

2018-03-06 Seth Davis What
makes a coach great? How do
great coaches turn a collection
of individuals into a coherent
“us”? Seth Davis, one of the
keenest minds in sports
journalism, has been thinking
about that question for twenty-
five years. It’s one of the things
that drove him to write the
definitive biography of college
basketball’s greatest coach,
John Wooden, Wooden: A
Coach’s Life. But John Wooden
coached a long time ago. The
world has changed, and
coaching has too,
tremendously. Seth Davis
decided to embark on a proper
investigation to get to the root
of the matter. In Getting to Us,
Davis probes and prods the
best of the best from the
landscape of active coaches of
football and basketball, college
and pro—from Urban Meyer,
Dabo Swinney, and Jim
Harbaugh to Mike Krzyzewski,
Tom Izzo, Jim Boeheim, Brad
Stevens, Geno Auriemma, and
Doc Rivers—to get at the
fundamental ingredients of
greatness in the coaching
sphere. There’s no single right
way, of course—part of the
great value of this book is
Davis’s distillation of what he
has learned about different
types of greatness in coaching,
and what sort of leadership
thrives in one kind of
environment but not in others.
Some coaches have thrived at
the college level but not in the
pros. Why? What’s the
difference? Some coaches are
stern taskmasters, others are
warm and cuddly; some are
brilliant strategists but less

emotionally involved with their
players, and with others it’s
vice versa. In Getting to Us, we
come to feel a deep connection
with the most successful and
iconic coaches in all of
sports—big winners and big
characters, whose stories offer
much of enduring interest and
value.

2012-01-26 Margaret R Miles
This book of conversations
between Margaret R. Miles and
Hiroko Sakomura compares the
experiences of two women who
grew up in different societies,
with different educations,
different professions, and
different religious orientations.
Reflecting on the different
ways in which Japanese and
American societies inhibited
and enabled them, these two
women share their struggles,
difficulties, and achievements.
All of this is set in the context
of one of the most radical social
movements in the history of the
world, as women are gaining
increments of equality with
men in designing and
administering the institutions
of public life with
opportunities, dangers, and
rewards. This is a moment in
which a critical mass of women
"want it all now", in the best
sense of the phrase, seeking to
preserve and reinterpret
traditional values while
exercising their capabilities
and skills both in the home and
in public life. This book is the
memoir of two women's painful
and joyful experiences in
"getting here from there".

2014-05-06 Karen Le Billon
From the author of the popular
French Kids Eat Everything, a

simple, easy and surprisingly
fun way to change dinnertime
reactions from YUCK to YUM.
Are mealtimes with your kids a
source of frustration? Ever
wonder how on earth to get
them to eat the recommended
5 servings of fruits and veggies
per day (or even per week)?
Getting to YUM is a practical
and engaging guide for parents
eager to get past their
children's food resistance—or
avoid it altogether. It
introduces 7 Secrets of Raising
Eager Eaters (Secret 1: Teach
your child to eat, just like you
teach them to read! or Secret
6: Teach me to do it myself: kid
participation is every parent's
secret weapon). Karen Le
Billon, author of French Kids
Eat Everything, coaches
readers through the process of
taste training, including
strategies, games and
experiments that will
encourage even reluctant
eaters to branch out. Over 100
delicious, kid-tested, age-
appropriate recipes lead
families step-by-step through
the process of "learning to love
new foods," enabling kids to
really enjoy the foods we know
they should be eating. Wise
and compelling, Getting to
YUM is grounded in
revolutionary new research on
the science of taste. Packed full
of observations from real-life
families, it provides everything
parents need to transform their
children—from babies to
toddlers to teens—into good
eaters for life.

2010-11-04 Arielle Eckstut
Now updated for 2015! The
best, most comprehensive
guide for writers is now revised
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and updated, with new sections
on ebooks, self-publishing,
crowd-funding through
Kickstarter, blogging,
increasing visibility via online
marketing, micropublishing,
the power of social media and
author websites, and
more—making The Essential
Guide to Getting Your Book
Published more vital than ever
for anyone who wants to mine
that great idea and turn it into
a successfully published book.
Written by experts with twenty-
five books between them as
well as many years’ experience
as a literary agent (Eckstut)
and a book doctor (Sterry), this
nuts-and-bolts guide
demystifies every step of the
publishing process: how to
come up with a blockbuster
title, create a selling proposal,
find the right agent,
understand a book contract,
and develop marketing and
publicity savvy. Includes
interviews with hundreds of
publishing insiders and
authors, including Seth Godin,
Neil Gaiman, Amy Bloom,
Margaret Atwood, Leonard
Lopate, plus agents, editors,
and booksellers; sidebars
featuring real-life publishing
success stories; sample
proposals, query letters, and an
entirely updated resources and
publishers directory.

Clara Atmane Learn to tell your
truth from a reflective, honest,
nonreactive prospective.
Recently retired from a
challenging legal career, Clara
Atmane was asking the big
questions: Who am I now? Why
am I here now? Why am I still
so lonely? Digging into the first
ten years of her life, Atmane

uncovered secrets and hidden
treasure. Blame and anger
turned to wonder and curiosity.
Emotions and trauma in those
first ten years defined her; yet,
her ability to survive and the
techniques she developed also
came to shape who she had
become. In Getting Here From
There, Ms. Atmane proves that
where you start has no bearing
on where you can end up. Born
the youngest of six in a farming
family, the idyllic backdrop hid
a hostile and unwelcoming
environment. The messages in
those formative years were
clear: You are ugly. Your birth
caused our mother’s mental
illness. If you tell, you will not
be believed. There was a dark
side to her family. There were
villains. Thankfully, there was
also survival. Getting Here
From There will show you how
one woman came to forgive and
even thank the people who
mistreated her.

2013 Ellen Krug A compelling
memoir about "Ed" Krug, who
as a man, had everything that
anyone could want: a soul
mate's love, the adoration of
two beautiful daughters, a
house in the best
neighborhood, and a successful
trial lawyer's career. After
years of self-denial, "Ed" began
a "gender journey" of self-
discovery, In the end, that
journey meant accepting Ellen,
even though doing so meant
giving up much of what "Ed"
had valued as a man. This is a
truly compelling story that goes
beyond some things lost and
others gained. It has universal
meaning for everyone--whether
they are transgender or not.

2021-03-30 Hallie Bateman
Cutting through the noise.
Sometimes we need a little
direction in life, whether to see
a problem from a new
perspective or confirm a gut
feeling. Or maybe we just need
a little encouragement- an
affirmation that will send us
sailing into the day with
confidence (Admit to yourself
that your ass is exquisite).
Filled with clarity, inspiration,
and just the right dose of
humor, Directions provides all
that and more. And like, a
Magic 8 Ball, it’s always ready
for a consultation when you
need it: What direction do I
need today?

1998 Fred Weiner Nature
mirrors our own wisdom back
to us, when we see it through a
true poet's eyes. So it is with
these exquisite haiku and
poems of immediate
experience, being fully present,
fully experiencing what life
offers or takes away. Weiner's
poetry shows how a healthy
contemplation of anguish can
help us see our deep wounds in
a way that brings true healing
of them.

2014-06-16 Jack Gibson "Jack
[Gibson] shares snippets of his
life in short stories that will
make you laugh and maybe
even shed a tear and most
importantly provide insight into
a man who has achieved much
and helped many. Sunday
morning visits with cancer
patients, travels to Scotland
that bond him to his heritage
and roadways that run
throughout Maine and our
country each with a tale of its
own...this book will make you
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take stock of your own life and
the profound impact we can all
make on our communities."
Richard W. Petersen, Pres. &
CEO Maine Medical Center
From the seven-year-old
budding entrepreneur selling
magazines door-to-door to the
octogenarian (who would
believe it?), Gibson has found
ways to give back to his
community and his beloved
State of Maine. Jack Gibson
walks a life of intention.
Through his career with his
paving and recycling
companies, Jack was a problem
solver. He discovered and
licensed methods to make
waste products "disappear"
into usable products. In
essence, Gibson created inert
products from contaminated
soil, used pavement, rubber by-
products and a whole spectrum
of construction debris. In his
personal life, from honoring his
mother and father, to parenting
sons, to mourning a life lost to
relearning to love, Gibson
provides a lesson to all of us
that our lives here on earth are
important. Whether at work or
in the home, what we do
matters. Jack Gibson, in his
humble delivery of his story,
let's us know that we matter.

2014-02-25 David Jacoby
Globalisation, technology and
an increasingly competitive
business environment have
encouraged huge changes in
what is known as supply chain
management, the art of
sourcing components and
delivering finished goods to the
customer as cost effectively
and efficiently as possible. Dell
transformed the way people
bought and were able to

customise computers. Wal-Mart
and Tesco have used their huge
buying power and logistical
skills to ensure the supply and
stock management of their
stores is finely honed.
Manufacturers now make sure
that components are where
they are needed on the
production line just in time for
when they are needed and no
longer. Such finessing of the
way the supply chain works
boosts the corporate bottom
line and can make the
difference between being a
market leader or an also ran.
This guide explores all the
different aspects of supply
chain management and gives
hundreds of real life examples
of what firms have achieved in
the field.

2019-04-12 Janae Cook Only
$6.99! Perfect Journal, Diary,
Notebook * Amazing design
and high quality cover and
paper. * Matte Cover. * Perfect
size 6x9" * No Spiral * Use it as
a journal, note taking,
composition notebook, makes a
great gift!

1995-03 Harvey Weiss
Discusses various aspects of
maps including direction,
distance, symbols, latitude, and
longitude, how maps are made,
special purpose maps, and
charts.

2018-05-29 Hannah Brencher
Come Matter Here is a call to
stop putting your life on hold
until "someday" and start
digging your heels into the
here and now to build the life
God has designed for you. Life
is scary. Adulting is hard. When
faced with the challenges of

building a life of your own, it's
all too easy to stake your hope
and happiness in "someday."
But what if the dotted lines on
the map at your feet today
mattered just as much as the
destination you dream of?
Hannah Brencher, TED Talk
speaker and founder of The
World Needs More Love
Letters, thought Atlanta was
her destination. Yet even after
she arrived, she found herself
in the same old chase for the
next best thing…somewhere
else. And it left her in a state of
anxiety and deep depression.
Our hyper-connected era has
led us to believe life should be
a highlight reel—where what
matters most is perfect beauty,
instant success, and ready
applause. Yet, as Hannah
learned, nothing about faith,
relationships, or character is
instant. So she took up a new
mantra: be where your feet are.
Give yourself a permission slip
to stop chasing the next big
thing, and come matter here.
Engage the process as much as
you trust the God who lovingly
leads you. If you are tired of
running away from your life or
tired of running ragged toward
the next thing you think will
make you feel complete, Come
Matter Here will help you do
whatever it takes to show up
for the life God has for you.
Whether you need to make a
brave U-turn, take a bold step
forward, or finish the next lap
with fresh courage, find fuel
and inspiration for the journey
right here.

2017-08-17 George H.
Schofield No matter how far or
close you think you are to
retirement, this book is your
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one-stop guide to help you plot
your direction for the coming
decades. Not long ago
everyone knew what the word
retirement meant--retire at age
65 after 40 years at the same
job and coast through your
golden years courtesy of a
comfortable nest egg. But now,
age expectancy is higher,
savings are slimmer, and
people change jobs more
frequently. Clinging to this
outdated concept of retirement
only gets you a room in your
kids’ house. Your retirement is
going to require an incremental
approach to planning--and you
must begin now. This requires
conscious engagement, diverse
interests, and the ability to
adapt. In How Do I Get There
from Here?, readers will first
be directed how to review all
their assets--both tangible and
intangible--so they can get an
honest assessment of where
they are right now. Then a
journey through self-reflective
questions and exercises will:
walk you through imagining
your future, identifying skills
you’ll need, and learning how
to prepare for inevitable twists
and turns along the way. Stop
clinging to an ancient and
stereotypical idea of
retirement. Decades of nonstop
leisure is not only unreachable
for most, it’s not even truly
desirable. Begin now charting
the path for a unique, dynamic
future you can look forward to!

2010-09-03 Marshall Goldsmith
Your hard work is paying off.
You are doing well in your field.
But there is something
standing between you and the
next level of achievement. That
something may just be one of

your own annoying habits.
Perhaps one small flaw - a
behaviour you barely even
recognise - is the only thing
that's keeping you from where
you want to be. It may be that
the very characteristic that you
believe got you where you are -
like the drive to win at all costs
- is what's holding you back. As
this book explains, people often
do well in spite of certain
habits rather than because of
them - and need a "to stop" list
rather than one listing what "to
do". Marshall Goldsmith's
expertise is in helping global
leaders overcome their
unconscious annoying habits
and become more successful.
His one-on-one coaching comes
with a six-figure price tag - but
in this book you get his great
advice for much less. Recently
named as one of the world's
five most-respected executive
coaches by Forbes, he has
worked with over 100 major
CEOs and their management
teams at the world's top
businesses. His clients include
corporations such as Goldman
Sachs, Glaxo SmithKline,
Johnson and Johnson and GE.

2015 Andrew Kenneth Johnston
If you want to know where you
are, you need a good clock. The
surprising connection between
time and placeais explored
inaTime and Navigation- The
Untold Story of Getting from
Here to There, the companion
book to the National Air and
Space Museum exhibition of
the same name. Today we use
smartphones and GPS, but
navigating has not always been
so easy. The oldest "clock" is
Earth itself, and the oldest
means of keeping time came

from observing changes in the
sky. Early mariners like the
Vikings accomplished amazing
feats of navigation without
using clocks at all. Pioneering
seafarers in the Age of
Exploration used dead
reckoning and celestial
navigation; later innovations
such as sextants and marine
chronometers honed these
techniques by measuring
latitude and longitude. When
explorers turned their sights to
the skies, they built on what
had been learned at sea. For
example, Charles Lindbergh
used a bubble sextant on his
record-breaking flights. World
War II led to the development
of new flight technologies,
notably radio navigation, since
celestial navigation was not
suited for all-weather military
operations. These forms of
navigation were extended and
enhanced when explorers
began guiding spacecraft into
space and across the solar
system. Astronauts combined
celestial navigation technology
with radio transmissions. The
development of the atomic
clock revolutionized space
flight because it could measure
billionths of a second, thereby
allowing mission teams to
navigate more accurately.
Scientists and engineers
applied these technologies to
navigation on earth to develop
space-based time and
navigation services such as
GPS that is used every day by
people from all walks of life.
While the history of navigation
is one of constant change and
innovation, it is also one of
remarkable continuity. Time
and Navigation tells the story
of navigation to help us
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understand where we have
been and how we got there so
that we can understand where
we are going.

2019-02-26 Suzanne Enoch The
first in a wickedly seductive
new Scottish historical
romance series from New York
Times bestselling author
Suzanne Enoch! “It’s time to
fall in love with Suzanne
Enoch.” — Lisa Kleypas
HAPPILY-EVER-AFTER London
socialite Amelia-Rose Baxter is
nobody’s fool. Her parents may
want her to catch a title, but
she will never change who she
is for the promise of marriage.
Her husband will be a man who
can appreciate her sharp mind
as well as her body. A
sophisticated man who loves
life in London. A man who
considers her his equal—and
won’t try to tame her wild
heart... IN THE HIGHLANDS
Rough, rugged Highlander
Niall MacTaggert and his
brothers know the rules: the
eldest must marry or lose the
ancestral estate, period. But
Niall’s eldest brother just isn’t
interested in the lady his
mother selected. Is it because
Amelia-Rose is just too. . . Free-
spirited? Yes. Brazen? Aye.
Surely Niall can find a way to
soften up the whip-smart lass
and make her the perfect
match for his brother for the
sake of the family. JUST GOT A
WHOLE LOT HOTTER. Instead
it’s Niall who tempts Amelia-
Rose, despite her reservations
about barbarian Highlanders.
Niall finds the lass nigh
irresistible as well, but he
won’t make the mistake his

father did in marrying an
Englishwoman who doesn’t like
the Highlands. Does he have
what it takes to win her heart?
There is only one way to find
out...

2021-05-11 Faith Kearns
Scientists today working on
controversial issues from
climate change to drought to
COVID-19 are finding
themselves more often in the
middle of deeply traumatizing
or polarized conflicts they feel
unprepared to referee. It is no
longer enough for scientists to
communicate a scientific topic
clearly. They must now be
experts not only in their fields
of study, but also in navigating
the thoughts, feelings, and
opinions of members of the
public they engage with, and
with each other. And the
conversations are growing
more fraught. In Getting to the
Heart of Science
Communication, Faith Kearns
has penned a succinct guide for
navigating the human
relationships critical to the
success of practice-based
science. This meticulously
researched volume takes
science communication to the
next level, helping scientists to
see the value of listening as
well as talking, understanding
power dynamics in
relationships, and addressing
the roles of trauma, loss, grief,
and healing.

2020-10-27 Marlee Grace
"Marlee's work shifts and
stretches. This new collection
is a necessary resource for
those of us looking to re-center,
lean in, and get curious about

ourselves, about our heart's
work. Getting to Center is a
blessing in book form."
—Alexandra Elle, author of
After the Rain From the
beloved creator, workshop
facilitator, and author of How
to Not Always Be Working
comes an approachable and
practical guide to leaning into
the unknown even when it feels
as though everything
around—and inside—us is in
flux. Picking up where How to
Not Always Be Working left off,
Getting to Center is an
empathetic offering to those
who are looking for a roadmap
for finding their way back to
equilibrium. This book
meditates on endings, grief and
joy, ease, hope, addiction, and
beginnings, pairing Marlee's
own experiences and wisdom
with practical exercises and
tools for creating balance and
understanding within the
natural changes of life. In her
own constant shifting,
improviser and entrepreneur
Marlee Grace has found ways
to pivot within her career,
while still maintaining constant
threads throughout. She has
developed practices that have
supported her through opening
and closing multiple
businesses, a divorce, several
cross-country moves, choosing
sobriety, and more. Essential
for anyone who feels
overwhelmed and anxious
about these unpredictable
times, this gorgeous,
thoughtful book is a hand to
hold to feel less alone, and a
guide to cultivating resources
we can replenish and depend
on in ourselves.
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